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Question: 108

The event may be
A . Singular or multiple
B . Certain or uncertain
C . Loss or gain
D . Negative or positive

Answer: A

Question: 109

The data validation step stresses the need for a knowledgeable individual.
A . To comparing data from the inspections to the expected deterioration mechanism and rates
B . To compare the results with previous measurements on that system
C . Similar systems at the site or within the company or published data
D . All of the above

Answer: D

Question: 110

Rbi is focused on a systematic determination of
A . Relative risks
B . Absolute risks
C . Comparable risks
D . Total risks

Answer: A

Question: 111

______________to be established to judge acceptability of risk couldhe an objective of the rbi assessment if such
criteria do not exist already within the user’s company.
A . Risk criteria
B . Risk plan
C . Risk analysis

Answer: A

Question: 112

The primary work products of the rbi assessment and management approach and implementation of rbi provides
A . Overall reduction of risk and acceptance of current risk
B . Overall increase of risk and acceptance of risk
C . Overall reduction of risk and negligence of current risk



D . Overall increase of risk and negligence of current risk

Answer: A

Question: 113

Who can provide useful input (such as the spectrum of process conditions, injection points etc.) To aid materials
specialists in the identification of deterioration mechanisms and rates
A . Process specialists
B . Plant operation specialists
C . Asset integrity experts
D . Inspection engineers

Answer: A

Question: 114

Following are some of the recognized risks which cannot be managed by inspection alone except one
A . Equipment nearing retirement
B . Failure mechanisms (such as brittle fracture, fatigue) where avoidance of failure primarily depends on operating
within a defined pressure/temperature envelope
C . Consequence-dominated risks
D . The suitability and current condition of the equipment within the current operating envelope will determine the
probability of failure (pof) of the equipment from one or more deterioration mechanisms

Answer: D

Question: 115

The models are evaluated_____________to provide both qualitative and quantitative insights about the level of risk
and to identify the design, site, or operational characteristics that are the most important to risk
A . Probabilistically
B . Statistically
C . Linearly
D . Logically

Answer: D

Question: 116

The primary audience for rp 580 is
A . Inspection and materials engineering personnel
B . Maintenance personnel
C . Only inspection personnel
D . Only materials engineering personnel



Answer: C

Question: 117

If the probability and consequence combination (risk) is high enough to be unacceptable, then
A . A mitigation action to predict or prevent the eventis recommended.
B . A mitigation action to predict or prevent the event isnot recommended
C . Warrant to analyze risks involved

Answer: A

Question: 118

A process to assess risks, to determine if risk reduction is required and to develop a plan to maintain risks at an
acceptable level
A . Risk management
B . Risk mitigation
C . Risk control

Answer: A

Question: 119

The amount and type of codes and standards used by a facility can have
A . Significant impact on rbi results
B . No impact on rbi results
C . Less significant impact on rbi results

Answer: A

Question: 120

Thing or activity with a potential for con- sequence
A . Source
B . Hazard
C . Toxic

Answer: A




